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MARKUP LANGUAGE7 items. 3d Custom Girl. SteamAPI RestartAppIfNecessary DLL Steam Apidll.Q: Using Multiple IFs: Which is the best option here? I have a small problem here. I have 5 text fields in a table where the user input different information, and if any of them is blank, then the form is not submitted. I tried doing this by wrapping each input field inside an if statement and it works
just fine and there are no problems, but I was wondering which way is better. This is the way I did it: if (!isset($_POST['businessName'])) { $text = 'Please enter your business name'; } else { $text = $_POST['businessName']; } if (!isset($_POST['contact'])) { $text = 'Please enter your contact'; } else { $text = $_POST['contact']; } if (!isset($_POST['address'])) { $text = 'Please enter your address'; }

else { $text = $_POST['address']; } if (!isset($_POST['lat'])) { $text = 'Please enter your latitude'; } else { $text = $_POST['lat']; } if (!isset($_POST['lng'])) { $text = 'Please enter your longitude'; } else { $text = $_POST['lng']; } This is the way I think it would be better to do it, though a bit more lengthy: if (!isset($_POST['businessName'])) { $text = 'Please enter your business name'; } if
(!isset($_POST['contact'])) { $text = 'Please enter your contact'; } if (!isset($_POST['address'])) { $text = 'Please enter your address'; } if (!isset($_POST['lat'])) { $text = 'Please enter your latitude'; } if (!isset
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